December 2017

Sudbury
You said...
Tackle youth related Anti
Social behavior and low
level crime attributed to a
group of individuals in Great
Cornard

We did...
Liaised with local businesses, and
Thomas Gainsborough School to
identify members of the group and
are in the process of taking
enforcement action against them in
order to disrupt and prevent further
offences.

Responding to issues in your community
Following concerns raised by local residents of a strong smell of
cannabis in an area of Sudbury, pro-active work was undertaken and a
small hydroponics cannabis factory was located within a bedroom of a
ground floor flat. The male occupant was arrested and is on bail pending
further enquiries, and a CPS decision. His housing provider is working
with us to ensure we take all reasonable steps to prevent a repeat
offence.

Making the community safer
We have carried out several visits to the registered keepers of vehicles
that have been caught speeding on multiple occasions by our
Community Speedwatch partners.
these visits are part of an escalation process that educates drivers on
their behaviour, and the inevitable action that will take place should they
be caught again.

Preventing, reducing and solving crime and ASB
We have already seen a small number of reports from victim who have
had their purses stolen whilst shopping in Sudbury. This is very much a
seasonal crime trend and we are being visible in Town on the run up to
Christmas in order to offer advice on how to keep your possessions
safe. We are also delivering posters and leaflets to shops and
businesses in order to make staff more vigilant during the Festive period.

Future events
02/12/2017 - Sudbury Market
Stall
09/12/2017 - Engagement
opportunity - Meet staff in
Beatty Road Sudbury
13/12/2017 - Lunch & Learn Sensing Change
22/12/2017 - Christmas
Engagement patrol, Sudbury
Town Centre

This SNT covers the following parishes
ACTON, ALPHETON, ASSINGTON, BILDESTON, BOXFORD, BOXTED, BRENT ELEIGH, BRETTENHAM, BURES ST MARY,
CHELSWORTH, CHILTON, COCKFIELD, EDWARDSTONE, GLEMSFORD, GREAT CORNARD, GROTON, GT
WALDINGFIELD, HARTEST, HITCHAM, KETTLEBASTON, LAVENHAM, LAWSHALL, LEAVENHEATH, LINDSEY, LITTLE
CORNARD, LITTLE WALDINGFIELD, LONG MELFORD, MILDEN, MONKS ELEIGH, NEWTON, PRESTON ST MARY,
SHIMPLING, SOMERTON, STANSTEAD, SUDBURY, THORPE MORIEUX, WATTISHAM.
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